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acrobat An entertainer who performs spectacular gymnastic feats.

brat
A very troublesome child.
Presumably this is where people dump their brats so they can shop in
relative peace.

buffoon A ridiculous but amusing person; a clown.

chimpanzee
A great ape with large ears, mainly black coloration, and lighter skin on the
face, native to the forests of west and central Africa. Chimpanzees show
advanced behaviour such as the making and using of tools.

clown Act as or like a clown.
A circus clown.

colossus A person of exceptional importance and reputation.
The Russian Empire was the colossus of European politics.

devil Expressing surprise or annoyance in various questions or exclamations.
They prefer voting for devils than for decent men.

enormous Very large in size, quantity, or extent.
An enormous boulder.

fairy
A small imaginary being of human form that has magical powers, especially a
female one.
Fairy gold.

fiend An evil spirit or demon.
Britain s most notorious sex fiend.

fool Make a fool or dupe of.
She had been fooling herself in thinking she could remain indifferent.

gargantuan Enormous.
A gargantuan appetite.
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giant
Used in names of very large animals and plants e g giant hogweed giant
tortoise.
A giant meteorite.

gnome A small garden ornament in the form of a bearded man with a pointed hat.
The gnomes of Zurich.

imp A small, mischievous devil or sprite.
A cheeky young imp.

juggling The act of rearranging things to give a misleading impression.

lore
A body of traditions and knowledge on a subject or held by a particular
group, typically passed from person to person by word of mouth.
The jinns of Arabian lore.

magic
An illusory feat considered magical by naive observers.
He s been working his magic on New Zealand movies for the past two
decades.

mischievous Deliberately causing harm or damage.
A mischievous grin.

monkey
A person who is dominated or controlled by another with reference to the
monkey traditionally kept by an organ grinder.
Don t monkey with that lock.

monster A cruel wicked and inhuman person.
A monster 36lb carp.

ogre A cruel wicked and inhuman person.
It is clear that I am no ogre.

princess A form of address used by a man to a girl or woman.
Stop being such a princess.

pygmy
Used in names of animals and plants that are much smaller than more typical
kinds e g pygmy shrew pygmy water lily.
Charles VIII of France was a pygmy.

rapscallion A mischievous person.
They were the rapscallions behind this practical joke.

scamp One who is playfully mischievous.
That man was a scamp a damn thief.

sylph An elemental being believed to inhabit the air.
An oh so slim sylph dressed in a black leotard.

tale A trivial lie.
A delightful children s tale.
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troll A fisherman s lure that is used in trolling.
All tongues shall troll you.

urchin A hedgehog.
He was surrounded by a dozen street urchins in rags.
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